President (VIP) Recruitment Charter
The Club: Elite Taiji Club ("ETC") was established in 2018 with a Hong Kong business license. On April
2021, a holding corporate in the name of Elite Taiji Club Limited (“ETCL”) was

registered with

HK$1,000,000.00 (about USD130,000.00) as a fully paid-up capital. The purpose of this corporate (Certificate
of Incorporation No.3043757) is to monitor and support the continual operation of ETC in general.

Our Goal: To provide a platform for global martial arts elites, regardless of race and school; to join in
friendship on the principles of peace, equality and openness; to jointly promote martial arts athletics with
mutual interests and shared resources.

Recruitment of President (VIP): The goal of ETC is to expand globally. Anyone being popular in the martial
arts field, and holds relative ethics with presentable appearance is welcome to apply for our Presidential
membership (VIP).

Rights and Responsibilities of VIP: Utilize ETC platform for individual promotion, demonstration,
organizing classes, or marketing sports goods etc. ETC values much on any VIP's contributions such as
recruiting qualified elites to join the club or assist in tournaments or similar events.

The ETC's President or Chairperson is merely a membership title and in no way be involved in the company's
commercial activities, profit and loss accounts, legal issues etc. Similarly any personal connections, relations
or foreign disputes of any member of the kind should have nothing to do with ETC.

Application Procedures: 1. Visit our website (Elitetaiji.com) to acquire a general idea of our club. 2. If you
find the name of your country being listed on EVENT page and have come to realize that ETC could help you
in certain area then click MALL and select Pay101 to process payment. 3. Send us a message by email
(info@elitetaiji.com) or WhatsApp (852-63163000 Roger) stating your full name, telephone no. (with WhatsApp
feature) and a recent portrait. 4. You will receive our reply or confirmation normally within 72 hours. A digital
certificate will be sent to you once you are admitted otherwise refund will be made within 7 working days in
case application is not accepted for whatsoever reason. Please note the fee paid is for life-time membership at
the current stage and is not refundable once the certificate is issued.

Remarks: ETC reserves the right to amend or update this charter whenever necessary.
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